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Introduction
Welcome to Dystopia Rising. We are a community. We are a community of people who come together because
we share a common hobby, and it doesn’t matter what our day-to- day life is like, it doesn’t matter what our dayto-day ‘social standing’ and responsibilities are. Here, we are all gamers. Regardless of race, religion, philosophy,
gender, sexuality, political background, or any other categorization that can be used to describe a person, here we
are all gamers.
We come together to share a hobby that we love. We come together to revel in a community of our peers who
will treat us as one of their own.
This is a written guide outlining what we hope is commonplace and common sense for the kind of people
we would want to be members of our community. We understand, however, that as the community grows it
becomes easier for the original message to be lost. We would love to assume that every person who joins the
community understands the difference between right and wrong, the difference between socially acceptable and
socially harmful, and how to create a healthy and inclusive community for everyone-- friend or potential friend.
But for better or worse, we all come from different backgrounds with different levels of exposure. As the
community grows and as we all interact within the national and international network of games, we need to have
guidelines for basic instructions on how we should act. These aren’t guidelines to try and control you, or to force
you to think a certain way, but instead are a guide to provide the bottom line for communication and interaction
which focuses on understanding, respect, and clarity.
We are not going to give you instructions on how to act away from Dystopia Rising Network events or how to
act when not using Dystopia Rising Network means of communication. We are not here to govern your day-today life. As much as we hope that our community members are caring and understanding people who look to do
what is right by one another no matter the circumstances, it is not our place to tell you how to do that.
The base of Dystopia Rising is that we come together to be together. This handbook will help outline how best we
can all live up to that.

Structure of Network
The Dystopia Rising Network is a network of independently owned businesses which operate within a general
community and network guideline. Each individual Dystopia Rising Network branch (branch for short) is
responsible for all aspects of local operation. These individual businesses are given a guideline for the number of
events they can host, the volume of experience points that can be given out per event, as well as a rules guideline
that they agree to follow.
Individual Branches are only available to individuals with current Network memberships. Please read more
about Network Membership in the section entitled “Membership.”
Individual branches are owned by one to three people who take on the title of “Director.” These directors oversee
the standards, operation, and filing of the individual branch in accordance to Federal, State, and Organizational
guidelines. Each branch is responsible to ensure the safety of its members, the needs of their local community,
the operation of their local business, and the full legal responsibility of their business for all events that they host.
At an event, the local director has authority within Network contract guidelines.
Individual branches provide a network of team members that are either Full Operations or Partial Operations
team members. Full team members are players who have undertaken a degree of responsibility for their
local branch and spend their NPC time at performing various tasks. Partial Team members are experienced
individuals that oversee and assist with the continued operation of events, but, do not have the full authority and
responsibility allowed to Full team members.
All players spend their NPC time on behalf of the local branch, and not the Dystopia Rising Network as a whole.
Players are assigned to an individual branch for bookkeeping, membership details, and organizational ease.
Branches are defined by the living area of a player, or the location at which a player is most commonly going
to be in attendance to local branch events. Individual branches are organized so that the local business, the
directors that own it, and the team of players in the roles of Storyteller and Marshal NPC for each branch can see
to the community and event needs of the players. The directors of each branch have a support network provided
by the parent organization, which will assist the branches and directors by answering game and event related
questions to the best of their abilities.

Membership
Membership allows you a membership number and package provided directly by the Dystopia Rising LARP
Network. All branches within the Network have agreed that only active members, in good standing, of the
Dystopia Rising LARP Network can participate in any branch events.
Membership must be renewed yearly based on the date that the membership is initially purchased. Players that
have a lapsed account will not be able to accrue experience points for their characters, will not be able to gain
Assistance Points, nor access their character sheet. In addition, local games will not be able to update or change
details of lapsed players character sheets until memberships are renewed.
Members may fulfill this requirement either with a Basic or Advanced Membership. Details of both options are
listed below. Players should inquire with their local branch if they are interested in a Basic Membership.
Membership Eligibility
Membership eligibility is open to the following:
•
•

•
•

Any individual that is at least 18 years of age.
Any child that is between the ages of 14-18 that has a signed parental waiver. Children are not
recommended to attend Dystopia Rising events, given the adult nature of many story topics. A branch
may allow a child under the age of 14 with the supervision of a legal guardian who has previously
attended events. This is at the discretion of the local branch owners.
Any individual that does not have a history of criminal conviction relating to Homicide, Sex Crimes, or
Hate Crimes.
Any individual that agrees to abide by the Terms of Service provided.

Membership Pay Options and Benefits
Option 1: Basic Membership - $0
•
•
•

Basic membership is awarded automatically to a player once they attend their first Dystopia Rising
weekend event. There are no costs associated with this option and it remains active for six months. This
option renews every six months, once a player attends another event.
Players with this membership will be provided a copy of the membership handbook and the community
guidelines. If you are not provided a copy by your local branch, one can be either requested via your local
director or downloaded for free from www.DystopiaRising.com.
Players with this level of membership may have 2 active characters in the database, attend events, earn
build and enjoy all benefits of a member in good standing within the community.

Option 2: Advanced Membership - $30
•
•

•
•

•

The Advanced Membership is paid for by the player and can be purchased on the main website:
www.DystopiaRising.com. Membership is active for one (1) year, starting the date of purchase.
Multiple years may be purchased at once.
The player is awarded 2 build on each of their characters upon purchase (a $60 value, see below). This
2 build will be awarded to each of their active characters in the month that they purchase the
membership. If a second or a third character is created after that month, the build will be awarded to that
character the month it is created. This build is a one-time amount and is not counted separately during a
re-roll, or roll over to a new character.
With an Advanced Membership, the player has the option of having their characters based in different
games, as they choose. The standard 6 month waiting period of transfer is all that applies.
A player with an Advanced Membership will be allowed to have a third active character in the system!
This third character falls under all the same guidelines, build structure and play ability as any other
character. The player can be registered for events and earn XP with their other characters. However, the
player will only be able to portray, learn skills and get check in skills for 2 characters at any given game.
Starting around the end of 2015, players with an Advanced Membership will be able to set up a log-in
to the national database. With this, they will be able to view their character sheet and build log in the
downtime between events.

Database and Membership Number
One of the advantages that individual branches receive as a part of the Dystopia Rising LARP Network is access
to a global character Database. As new members join the Network, a player number is assigned to the new
player that allows directors to track a character’s growth as well as a player’s membership status. This player
number is a tool which allows games to easily take care of the game and community needs of the individual
players. The Database is accessible to all branch directors that are active and current members of the Dystopia
Rising Network. In the instance that a game closes, moves, or for some reason ceases to exist, all players that are
registered to that branch will be allowed to choose what new home branch they would like their character based
out of. Characters and players will default to the closest branch to their location if they do not make a choice.

Community and Safer Space
The Dystopia Rising LARP Network Community is based around the concept of inclusiveness and a welcoming
environment. We are an organization that enjoys a shared hobby and with that, a desire to have a caring
community free of drama or judgment. With that it is our responsibility in all DR related places to uphold a
policy of safer space.
“Safer Space” is an essential part of every anti-oppression-centric group. Safe(r) spaces are a visible presence
of allies that can help to shape a culture that is accepting of all people, regardless of sexual orientation, gender
identity/ expression, or any other difference.
We choose to say “Safer” Space rather than “safe space” because we acknowledge that no space is entirely “safe”
for everyone. We believe that Safe(r) Spaces are inviting, engaging, and supportive environments in which all
people feel comfortable behaving genuinely. It is important that Dystopia Rising organizers and players listen
carefully to raised experiences and act on what they hear.
Participants have different communication styles, personalities and opinions, and come from diverse gender,
racial, ethnic and socio-economic backgrounds. To foster this kind of temporary community space, people must
respect others and actively look out for the well-being of all those attending this camp. Supporting the most
vulnerable members of our community is one of our goals. This is why we define safe(r) space as a space that is
encouraging for people who have been made uncomfortable at other events due to racism, sexism, physical and
sexual assault, etc.
Dystopia Rising has a ZERO TOLERANCE POLICY for harassment of any kind, including but not limited to:
stalking, intimidation, offensive verbal comments, physical assault and/or battery, harassing or non, consensual
photography or recording, bathroom policing, inappropriate physical contact, unwelcome physical attention in
relation to, but not limited to: race, color, national origin, gender, gender identity, gender presentation, sexual
orientation, age, body size, physical ability or restrictions, appearance, religion, citizenship, pregnancy

Dystopia Rising is a place where Ableism, Ageism, Bi erasure/Monosexism, Cissexism/Cis-supremecy, Dyadism,
Hetero-sexism, Mental illness-shaming, Multiplicity hate, Racism, Sexism/Misogyny, Slut- shaming, and Transphobia have no place. Our goal is to have a gaming community where everyone is welcome, everyone is equal,
and everyone is treated with respect. In the instance that you witness someone acting in a way that goes against
the spirit of our community, we encourage that you take the following steps:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Approach the individual in a non-combative nature and calmly discuss the issue. Try not to use
accusatory language. Do not have the conversation in front of others or in such a way as to potentially
embarrass the individual.
If you do not feel comfortable approaching the individual, please approach a team member in authority
of the hosting branch for the event you are attending.
In the instance that an incident is an obvious and grievous breach of our community goals, immediately
involve a team member.
It is our wish to address these incidents at the time they occur, to best address those involved. If for some
reason that is not possible, we ask that the issue be brought to the local director’s attention as soon as
possible. Whenever possible, anonymity will be maintained. If you are approached about your actions
being against the spirit of our community, we ask that you follow three simple steps for considering your
actions.
Listen and be open minded. Consider what is being said to you without immediately becoming defensive.
It is possible that what you are doing appears differently to others than to yourself.
Immediately stop the activity that is against the spirit of our community. Even if you do not agree
that your actions are unacceptable, if your actions are causing distress to others it takes almost no effort
to discontinue what you are doing.
Involve a team member if the interaction starts causing conflict. Find a team member in authority of the
hosting branch for the event you are attending if you cannot come to a reasonable, calm agreement. If
you feel that your interaction may escalate into an argument, immediately get a team member involved.
If an issue continues or repeats, you will be asked to leave the current event and will be issued a violation
or ban compensatory with the offending incident. If an issue is of a grievous enough nature to warrant
a violation or ban immediately, all build earned that event (including purchased and/or converted) will
be lost and it will be at the discretion of the local director to also include a removal of past build,
character playability or awarded Assistance Points (AP).

Official events must be available to all members of good standing.
If there is a Dystopia Rising LARP Network event that is hosted by a branch or by the Network as a whole, then
that event must be available to all Network members of good standing. If an individual has received corrective
actions or does not have a current membership, then that individual is not allowed to attend Dystopia Rising
LARP Network events.

Corrective Actions
There are two levels of corrective action, branch and national corrective actions.
At a local level, an individual may receive a corrective action from either their home branch or an event hosted
by another branch. These corrective actions are decided upon and enforced by the player’s local branch. These
corrective actions can include having AP or experience points stripped from a character sheet, loss of a character,
having combat rights taken away, being banned from local branch events, or being banned from being able to
travel. These actions are not an all-inclusive list; however, the majority of corrective actions may be handled
within these guidelines.
Losing access to attend events held by a branch does not nullify a membership. The individual business has
chosen to enforce its right as a privately owned business to refuse service to a player based on activities that
may endanger others, breach the spirit and/or letter of the rules, are damaging to the local or global LARP
community, or fail to abide by instructed guidelines.
In the instance that a director feels that an individual’s activities are grievous enough that it requires the attention
of the greater network, a director may move to have an individual’s membership discontinued.
Discontinued membership only occurs in the instance where an individual has fallen into the following
guidelines:
• Broken the law.
• Caused issues that span across multiple branches.
• Endangered individuals or flagrantly gone against the intent of this organization.
• Repeat or extreme violation of rules of conduct, safety, or community.
Most refusals of service and access are enforced and reviewed at branch level. In the instance that an individual
has had their membership discontinued by the heads of Network, though, the individual will be contacted
via the email address provided at the time of player registration. There will be no refund for discontinued
membership and further renewals by the individual in regards to their membership will not be reimburse
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